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from former chief official white house photographer pete souza comes a book for young readers that highlights barack obama s historic presidency and the qualities and actions that make him so beloved pete souza served as chief official white house photographer for president obama s full two terms he was with the president during more crucial moments than anyone else and he photographed them all capturing scenes both classified and candid throughout his historic presidency obama engaged with young people as often as he could encouraging them to be their best and do their best and to always dream big dreams in this timeless and timely keepsake volume that features over seventy five full color photographs souza shows the qualities of president obama that make him both a great leader and an extraordinary man with behind the scenes anecdotes of some iconic photos alongside photos with his family colleagues and other world leaders souza tells the story of a president who made history and still made time to engage with even the youngest citizens of the country he served by the author of obama an intimate portrait the definitive visual biography of barack obama s presidency dream big dreams was created especially for young readers and not only provides a beautiful portrait of a president but shows the true spirit of the man in the new country shirley and her family all have big dreams take the family store shirley has great ideas about how to make it more modern prettier more profitable she even thinks she can sell the one specialty no one seems to want to try mama s homemade gefilte fish but her parents think she s too young to help and anyway they didn t come to america for their little girl to work go play with the cat they urge this doesn t stop shirley s ideas of course and one day when the rest of the family has to rush
out leaving her in the store with sleepy Mrs. Gottlieb Shirley
seizes her chance new in the critically acclaimed little
people big dreams series discover the incredible life of
Simone de Beauvoir the great French philosopher and mother of
feminism when Simone de Beauvoir was a little girl her father
would proudly boast that she had the brain of a man whatever
that meant but later after years of studying Simone would
write a book that challenged the role of women in society
sending shock waves around the world this moving book
features stylish and quirky illustrations and extra facts at
the back including a biographical timeline with historical
photos and a detailed profile of the philosopher’s life
little people big dreams is a best selling series of books
and educational games that explore the lives of outstanding
people from designers and artists to scientists and activists
all of them achieved incredible things yet each began life as
a child with a dream this empowering series offers inspiring
messages to children of all ages in a range of formats the
board books are told in simple sentences perfect for reading
aloud to babies and toddlers the hardcover versions present
expanded stories for beginning readers boxed gift sets allow
you to collect a selection of the books by theme paper dolls
learning cards matching games and other fun learning tools
provide even more ways to make the lives of these role models
accessible to children inspire the next generation of
outstanding people who will change the world with little
people big dreams relive the extraordinary presidency of
Barack Obama through White House photographer Pete Souza’s
behind the scenes images and stories in this New York Times
bestseller with a foreword from the president himself during
Barack Obama’s two terms Pete Souza was with the president
during more crucial moments than anyone else and he
photographed them all Souza captured nearly two million
photographs of President Obama in moments highly classified
and disarmingly candid Obama an intimate portrait reproduces
more than 300 of Souza’s most iconic photographs with fine
art print quality in an oversize collectible format together
they document the most consequential hours of the presidency
including the historic image of President Obama and his
advisors in the situation room during the bin laden mission
alongside unguarded moments with the president’s family his
encounters with children interactions with world leaders and
cultural figures and more souza’s photographs with the behind the scenes captions and stories that accompany them communicate the pace and power of our nation’s highest office they also reveal the spirit of the extraordinary man who became our president we see president obama lead our nation through monumental challenges comfort us in calamity and loss share in hard won victories and set a singular example to be kind and be useful as he would instruct his daughters this book puts you in the white house with president obama and is a treasured record of a landmark era in american history franklin’s trying to sleep but a construction crew has other plans each night there’s a different project railroad canal runway and every one of them is being built in the middle of franklin’s bedroom where are all these people going and why are they in franklin’s room franklin is determined to find out with equal measures of dreamy adventure and down to earth construction fun this collaboration between new author david teague and established illustrator boris kulikov is sure to be a favorite bedtime book in homes everywhere part of the best selling little people big dreams series louise bourgeois tells the inspiring story of this talented sculpture artist from pete souza the 1 new york times bestselling author of obama an intimate portrait comes a potent commentary on the presidency and our country as chief official white house photographer pete souza spent more time alongside president barack obama than almost anyone else his years photographing the president gave him an intimate behind the scenes view of the unique gravity of the office of the presidency and the tremendous responsibility that comes with it now as a concerned citizen observing the trump administration he is standing up and speaking out shade is a portrait in presidential contrasts telling the tale of the obama and trump administrations through a series of visual juxtapositions here more than one hundred of souza’s unforgettable images of president obama deliver new power and meaning when framed by the tweets news headlines and quotes that defined the first 500 days of the trump white house what began with souza’s instagram posts soon after president trump’s inauguration in january 2017 has become a potent commentary on the state of the presidency and our country some call this throwing shade souza calls it telling the truth in shade souza’s photographs are more than a rejoinder to the chaos
abuses of power and destructive policies that now define our nation's highest office they are a reminder of a president we could believe in and a courageous defense of American values

A baby bear dreams of all the wonderful things he will be able to do when he is grown from staying up late to building a house in a honey tree new in the critically acclaimed little people big dreams series discover the incredible life of Lucy Maud Montgomery the famous Canadian author of Anne of Green Gables born in the Canadian province of Prince Edward Island Lucy Maud Montgomery lost her mother when she was very young left in the care of less than encouraging grandparents she found comfort in reading writing and her imagination when Maud grew up she wrote about the childhood she wished she had creating one of the best loved characters of all time Anne of Green Gables this moving book features stylish illustrations and extra facts at the back including a biographical timeline with historical photos and a detailed profile of the author's life little people big dreams is a best selling series of books and educational games that explore the lives of outstanding people from designers and artists to scientists and activists all of them achieved incredible things yet each began life as a child with a dream this empowering series offers inspiring messages to children of all ages in a range of formats the board books are told in simple sentences perfect for reading aloud to babies and toddlers the hardcover versions present expanded stories for beginning readers boxed gift sets allow you to collect a selection of the books by theme paper dolls learning cards matching games and other fun learning tools provide even more ways to make the lives of these role models accessible to children inspire the next generation of outstanding people who will change the world with little people big dreams for those who feel overwhelmed by endless to do lists and the stresses that come with daily life here is an empowering guide to establishing healthy productivity habits so that it's easy and fun to accomplish long term goals brimming with simple to follow techniques rituals and exercises for accomplishing day to day tasks and making progress on bigger goals big dreams daily joys offers tips on how to organize a productive day overcome the urge to procrastinate make space for creativity and achieve a healthy work life balance for anyone who is tackling a creative project running their own business or
simply trying to manage time more efficiently this is the ultimate handbook to getting things done with clarity joy and positivity in this book from the critically acclaimed little people big dreams series discover the life of evonne goolagong the inspiring indigenous australian tennis player evonne grew up on a hot dusty farm in australia she was the third of eight children and descendant of the wirundjuri people who have lived on the land for more than 60 000 years her talent for tennis was discovered at a local tennis club and before she knew it the girl dreaming about the place called wimbledon was playing on center court this moving book features stylish and quirky illustrations and extra facts at the back including a biographical timeline with historical photos and a detailed profile of the brilliant tennis player s life little people big dreams is a best selling series of books and educational games that explore the lives of outstanding people from designers and artists to scientists and activists all of them achieved incredible things yet each began life as a child with a dream this empowering series offers inspiring messages to children of all ages in a range of formats the board books are told in simple sentences perfect for reading aloud to babies and toddlers the hardcover versions present expanded stories for beginning readers boxed gift sets allow you to collect a selection of the books by theme paper dolls learning cards matching games and other fun learning tools provide even more ways to make the lives of these role models accessible to children inspire the next generation of outstanding people who will change the world with little people big dreams eight years in the white house went by so fast that s why i m so grateful that lawrence was there to capture them i hope you enjoy his work as much as i do from the foreword by barack obama when lawrence jackson took the job as white house photographer in early 2009 he knew he d have a front row seat to history what he didn t expect was the deep personal connection he would feel as a fellow african american with the president of the united states yes we did is filled with lawrence s intimate photographs and reflections as well as first person recollections from president obama everyday citizens and notable personalities including bono stephen curry valerie jarrett admiral mike mullen and others the book is a celebration of the most inclusive and representative white
house in history where in between momentous and pivotal decisions the president and first lady opened the doors of the people's house to schoolkids athletes senior citizens hip hop artists and more for anyone who misses the humanity grace and undefinable cool factor of the obama white house this warm and inspiring book provides an affirming proud and focused lens on our history series first published in spain in 2020 under the series title pequeño grande by alba editorial in barcelona copyright page images of greatness is a visual narrative on the presidency of ronald reagan as seen through the award winning lens of his official white house photographer this remarkable compelling work sheds a never before seen light on perhaps the most dramatic and celebrated u s president 1 57243 701 4 34 95 triumph books in this book from the critically acclaimed multimillion copy best selling little people big dreams series discover the life of michelle obama the iconic first lady advocate lawyer and author young michelle grew up on the south side of chicago in a close knit family she loved school achieving a s and worked hard to blaze trails at the universities of princeton and harvard then at the beginning of her legal career she met barack obama as first lady she used her platform to advocate for women and girls and continues to inspire many with her powerful voice and best selling books this empowering book features stylish and quirky illustrations and extra facts at the back including a biographical timeline with historical photos and a detailed profile of the inspiring woman's life little people big dreams is a best selling series of books and educational games that explore the lives of outstanding people from designers and artists to scientists and activists all of them achieved incredible things yet each began life as a child with a dream this empowering series offers inspiring messages to children of all ages in a range of formats the board books are told in simple sentences perfect for reading aloud to babies and toddlers the hardcover versions present expanded stories for beginning readers boxed gift sets allow you to collect a selection of the books by theme paper dolls learning cards matching games and other fun learning tools provide even more ways to make the lives of these role models accessible to children inspire the next generation of outstanding people who will change the world with little people big dreams a savvy former street child working at a
human rights law office in mumbai fights for redemption and a chance to live life on her own terms in this fresh propulsive debut novel about fortune and survival named a loan stars top ten pick and a cbc canadian fiction title to watch rakhi is a twenty three year old former street child haunted by the grisly aftermath of an incident that led her to lose her best friend eleven years ago constantly reminded she doesn t belong rakhi lives alone in a mumbai slum working as a lowly office assistant at justice for all a struggling human rights law office headed by the renowned lawyer who gave her a fresh start fiercely intelligent and in possession of a sharp wit and an even sharper tongue rakhi is nobody s fool even if she is underestimated by everyone around her rakhi s life isn t much but she s managing that is until a fading former bollywood starlet tries to edge her way back into the spotlight by becoming a celebrity ambassador for justice for all steering the organization into uncharted territories she demands an internship for her young canadian family friend alex a harvard bound graduate student ambitious persistent and naive alex persuade rakhi to show him the real india in exchange he ll do something to further rakhi s dreams in a transaction that seems harmless at first as old guilt and new aspirations collide everything rakhi once knew to be true is set ablaze and as the stakes mount she will come face to face with the difficult choices and moral compromises that people are prepared to make in order to survive no matter the costs reema patel s transportive debut novel offers a moving smart and arrestingly funny look at the cost of ambition and power in reclaiming one s story this board book version of wilma rudolph from the critically acclaimed little people big dreams series introduces the youngest dreamers to the incredible life of this remarkable sprinter and olympic champion wilma was born into a family with 22 brothers and sisters in the segregated south she contracted polio in her early years and her doctors said she would never walk again but wilma persisted with treatment and she recovered her strength by the age of 12 at school wilma showed a talent for basketball and sprinting earning the nickname skeeter mosquito as she ran so fast wilma was in college when she went to the 1960 olympics she not only won gold in sprint events but also broke world records with her sprinting skill she had beaten polio to become an olympic champion she is a
huge inspiration to many women in sports around the world. Babies and toddlers will love to snuggle as you read to them the engaging story of this fascinating dancer and will also enjoy exploring the stylish and quirky illustrations of this sturdy board book on their own. Little People Big Dreams is a best-selling series of books and educational games that explore the lives of outstanding people from designers and artists to scientists and activists. All of them achieved incredible things yet each began life as a child with a dream. This empowering series offers inspiring messages to children of all ages in a range of formats. The board books are told in simple sentences perfect for reading aloud to babies and toddlers. The hardcover versions present expanded stories for beginning readers. Boxed gift sets allow you to collect a selection of the books by theme. Paper dolls, learning cards, and matching games provide even more ways to make the lives of these role models accessible to children.

Inspire the next generation of outstanding people who will change the world with Little People Big Dreams. In this book from the highly acclaimed Little People Big Dreams series, discover the incredible life of Rosa Parks, the mother of the freedom movement. Rosa Parks grew up in Alabama where she learned to stand up for herself at an early age. Rosa went on to become a civil rights activist. In 1955, she refused to give up her seat to a white man on a segregated bus, sparking the Montgomery Bus Boycott. Her courageous decision had a huge impact on civil rights, eventually leading to the end of segregation on public transport. She never stopped working for equal rights. This moving book features stylish and quirky illustrations and extra facts at the back including a biographical timeline with historical photos and a detailed profile of the activist's life. Little People Big Dreams is a best-selling series of books and educational games that explore the lives of outstanding people from designers and artists to scientists and activists. All of them achieved incredible things yet each began life as a child with a dream. This empowering series offers inspiring messages to children of all ages in a range of formats. The board books are told in simple sentences perfect for reading aloud to babies and toddlers. The hardcover versions present expanded stories for beginning readers. Boxed gift sets allow you to collect a selection of the books by theme. Paper dolls, learning cards, and matching games provide even more ways to make the lives of these role models accessible to children.
matching games and other fun learning tools provide even more ways to make the lives of these role models accessible to children inspire the next generation of outstanding people who will change the world with little people big dreams from the critically acclaimed little people big dreams series discover the life of martin luther king jr the inspiring minister and civil rights activist little martin grew up in a family of preachers his dad was a preacher his uncle was a preacher his grandfather was a preacher so maybe he d become a great preacher too one day a friend invited him to play at his house martin was shocked when his mother wouldn t let him in because he was black that day he realized there was something terribly unfair going on martin believed that no one should remain silent and accept something if it s wrong and he promised himself that when he grew up he d fight injustice with the most powerful weapon of all words this moving book features stylish and quirky illustrations and extra facts at the back including a biographical timeline with historical photos and a detailed profile of the inspiring activist s life little people big dreams is a best selling series of books and educational games that explore the lives of outstanding people from designers and artists to scientists and activists all of them achieved incredible things yet each began life as a child with a dream this empowering series offers inspiring messages to children of all ages in a range of formats the board books are told in simple sentences perfect for reading aloud to babies and toddlers the hardcover versions present expanded stories for beginning readers boxed gift sets allow you to collect a selection of the books by theme paper dolls learning cards matching games and other fun learning tools provide even more ways to make the lives of these role models accessible to children inspire the next generation of outstanding people who will change the world with little people big dreams set long ago in the heart of the african savanna dream big a mythological fable follows moody baboon as he discovers a powerful secret one by one caterpillar tadpole and flamingo gaze up at the night sky and wish upon a star for their wildest dreams baboon insists these dreams could never come true but when he sees caterpillar turn into a winged butterfly tadpole into a dancing frog and flamingo into a beautiful pink bird baboon realizes that a transformative
power exists between the stars and the animals once they truly believe in themselves and their dreams when baboon tries out this secret catch m his marvelous miraculous wished upon star whooshes down from the heavens to wham ignite the courage in his chest read on to see if his dream comes true too dream big s inspirational message makes it a perfect gift for dreamers of all ages from children to young adults about to enter a new chapter in their lives together we can all be inspired to identify and pursue our dreams no matter how big or impossible they may seem a magical concoction of the mischievous tender whimsical and debauched real life adventures of alan cumming told in his own words and pictures described by the new york times as a bawdy countercultural sprite and named one of the most fun people in show business by time magazine alan cumming is a genuine quadruple threat an internationally acclaimed award winning star of stage television and film as well as a new york times best selling author whose real life vivacity wit and charm shine through every page of his third book you gotta get bigger dreams in these forty five picture essays cumming recounts his real life adventures and often misadventures illustrated by his own equally entertaining photographs from an awkward bonding session with elizabeth taylor to poignant stories about his family and friends to some harsh words of wisdom imparted by oprah that make up the title of this collection you gotta get bigger dreams is as eclectic enchanting and alive as its author photojournalist pete souza documents the meteoric rise of the charismatic barack obama from his first day in the u s senate up to the pennsylvania presidential primary souza who also accompanied the senator to seven countries including kenya south africa and russia had access to photograph the senator and presidential candidate in private and public moments during obama s rise to political stardom most of these have not been seen before souza provides extended commentary about each photo to place it in context and describe the scene and participants from publisher description in this international bestseller from the critically acclaimed little people big dreams series discover the life of frida kahlo the world renowned painter when frida was a teenager a terrible road accident changed her life forever unable to walk she began painting from her bed her self portraits which show her pain and grief but also her
passion for life and instinct for survival have made her one of the most famous artists of the twentieth century this moving book features stylish and quirky illustrations and extra facts at the back including a biographical timeline with historical photos and a detailed profile of the artist’s life little people big dreams is a best selling series of books and educational games that explore the lives of outstanding people from designers and artists to scientists and activists all of them achieved incredible things yet each began life as a child with a dream this empowering series offers inspiring messages to children of all ages in a range of formats the board books are told in simple sentences perfect for reading aloud to babies and toddlers the hardcover versions present expanded stories for beginning readers boxed gift sets allow you to collect a selection of the books by theme paper dolls learning cards matching games and other fun learning tools provide even more ways to make the lives of these role models accessible to children inspire the next generation of outstanding people who will change the world with little people big dreams in this book from the critically acclaimed multimillion copy best selling little people big dreams series discover the life of andy warhol the ground breaking pop artist little andy was the tiniest and palest child of the warholas a humble couple from slovakia who lived in pittsburgh sketchbook glued to his hand he loved every minute of drawing but he was too shy to show his work to others even to his family as an adult he got a chance to publish his first illustration for a glamorous magazine he turned his attention to the ordinary like soup cans he ate from for lunch every day he showed the world that the ordinary objects could pop and founded a cultural movement becoming one of the most famous artists of the 20th century this moving book features stylish and quirky illustrations and extra facts at the back including a biographical timeline with historical photos and a detailed profile of the inspiring artist’s life little people big dreams is a best selling series of books and educational games that explore the lives of outstanding people from designers and artists to scientists and activists all of them achieved incredible things yet each began life as a child with a dream this empowering series offers inspiring messages to children of all ages in a range of formats the board books are told in
simple sentences perfect for reading aloud to babies and toddlers. The hardcover versions present expanded stories for beginning readers. Boxed gift sets allow you to collect a selection of the books by theme. Paper dolls, learning cards, matching games, and other fun learning tools provide even more ways to make the lives of these role models accessible to children. Inspire the next generation of outstanding people who will change the world with "Little People, Big Dreams" from Black-ish writer and director Gail Lerner. Comes a whimsical and heartwarming tale where two unlikely allies band together to protect and defend the insect world from the worst enemy of all humans: what an enchanting and wondrous book! For young readers, Jamie Lee Curtis, actress and bestselling children's book author, ten-year-old Eden's quiet life is upended when she saves a paper wasp nest from destruction and discovers to her awe and amazement that she and its haughty queen can talk to each other. This first conversation is the start of a grand adventure leading Eden to the Institute for Lower Learning, a secret laboratory devoted to the peaceful coexistence of humans and insects. The Institute is more fantastic and idyllic than Eden could have imagined, but hidden deep within its tunnels is an old secret that could spell the end for all insects on Earth. Nine-year-old August, an aspiring actor and bullied fourth grader, is looking for that very secret after a few disastrous encounters have left him wanting to squash every annoying bug into oblivion. After all insects are small and he is big, if there is anything he has learned from the bullies at school, it's that being bigger is what counts. But in the world of the Institute, where insects have a place of their own, both Eden and August discover being bigger isn't necessarily better and sometimes the most courageous thing to do is to set out to make a new friend. In this book from the critically acclaimed Multimillion Copy Best Selling Little People, Big Dreams series, discover the life of Malala Yousafzai, the incredible activist for girls' education and the youngest Nobel Prize laureate. When Malala was born in Mingora, Pakistan, her father was determined she would have every opportunity that a boy would have. She loved getting an education, but when a hateful regime came to power, girls were no longer allowed to go to school. Malala spoke out in public about this, which made her a target for violence—she was shot in the left side of her head and woke up in a hospital in
England finally after long months and many surgeries Malala recovered and resolved to become an activist for girls education. Now a recent Oxford graduate, Malala continues to fight for a world where all girls can learn and lead. This powerful book features stylish and quirky illustrations and extra facts at the back, including a biographical timeline with historical photos and a detailed profile of the activist's life. Little People Big Dreams is a best-selling series of books and educational games that explore the lives of outstanding people from designers and artists to scientists and activists. All of them achieved incredible things yet each began life as a child with a dream. This empowering series offers inspiring messages to children of all ages in a range of formats. The board books are told in simple sentences perfect for reading aloud to babies and toddlers. The hardcover versions present expanded stories for beginning readers. Boxed gift sets allow you to collect a selection of the books by theme. Paper dolls, learning cards, matching games, and other fun learning tools provide even more ways to make the lives of these role models accessible to children. Inspire the next generation of outstanding people who will change the world with Little People Big Dreams. In this book from the critically acclaimed multimillion-copy best-selling Little People Big Dreams series, discover the life of Stevie Wonder, the genius behind some of the world's best-loved songs. At just 8 years old, it was clear that Steveland Judkins was going to be a star. Renamed Stevie Wonder for his astonishing talent on the piano and other instruments, he wrote and performed some of the biggest hits of the 1970s. Stevie became known for his inventiveness, his soulful voice, and the social commentary in his lyrics. He is a un messenger of peace and remains one of the music world's most iconic figures. This inspiring book features stylish and quirky illustrations and extra facts at the back, including a biographical timeline with historical photos and a detailed profile of the great musician's life. Little People Big Dreams is a best-selling series of books and educational games that explore the lives of outstanding people from designers and artists to scientists and activists. All of them achieved incredible things yet each began life as a child with a dream. This empowering series offers inspiring messages to children of all ages in a range of formats. The board books are told in simple sentences perfect for reading aloud to babies and toddlers. The hardcover versions present expanded stories for beginning readers. Boxed gift sets allow you to collect a selection of the books by theme. Paper dolls, learning cards, matching games, and other fun learning tools provide even more ways to make the lives of these role models accessible to children. Inspire the next generation of outstanding people who will change the world with Little People Big Dreams.
simple sentences perfect for reading aloud to babies and toddlers the hardcover versions present expanded stories for beginning readers boxed gift sets allow you to collect a selection of the books by theme paper dolls learning cards matching games and other fun learning tools provide even more ways to make the lives of these role models accessible to children inspire the next generation of outstanding people who will change the world with little people big dreams in this book from the multimillion copy best selling little people big dreams series discover the life of john lennon the boy from liverpool who dreamed of peace when john lennon formed a band while still in school he couldn't have known they were about to change music forever with their exciting new sounds rebel attitudes and gift for songwriting everyone went crazy for the beatles today john is remembered not just as a musical icon but as a champion of world peace this inspiring book features stylish and quirky illustrations and extra facts at the back including a biographical timeline with historical photos and a detailed profile of the legendary beatle's life little people big dreams is a best selling series of books and educational games that explore the lives of outstanding people from designers and artists to scientists and activists all of them achieved incredible things yet each began life as a child with a dream this empowering series offers inspiring messages to children of all ages in a range of formats the board books are told in simple sentences perfect for reading aloud to babies and toddlers the hardcover versions present expanded stories for beginning readers boxed gift sets allow you to collect a selection of the books by theme paper dolls learning cards matching games and other fun learning tools provide even more ways to make the lives of these role models accessible to children inspire the next generation of outstanding people who will change the world with little people big dreams discover how astrid lindgren grew up to become one of the world's best loved authors and the creator of the irresistible pippi longstocking alan turing tells the inspiring story of the father of theoretical computer science and artificial intelligence in this international bestseller from the critically acclaimed little people big dreams series discover the life of amelia earhart the american aviation pioneer when amelia was young she liked to imagine she could
stretch her wings and fly away like a bird as a grown woman she set a new female world record for flying up to 14,000 feet she also flew across the Atlantic and the Pacific oceans and eventually undertook the most dangerous mission of all to fly all the way around the world this moving book features stylish and quirky illustrations and extra facts at the back including a biographical timeline with historical photos and a detailed profile of the aviator’s life little people big dreams is a bestselling series of books and educational games that explore the lives of outstanding people from designers and artists to scientists and activists all of them achieved incredible things yet each began life as a child with a dream this empowering series offers inspiring messages to children of all ages in a range of formats the board books are told in simple sentences perfect for reading aloud to babies and toddlers the hardback versions present expanded stories for beginning readers boxed gift sets allow you to collect a selection of the books by theme paper dolls learning cards matching games and other fun learning tools provide even more ways to make the lives of these role models accessible to children inspire the next generation of outstanding people who will change the world with little people big dreams little people big dreams earth heroes is a boxed gift edition set of three books jane goodall david attenborough and greta thunberg from the best selling series part of the critically acclaimed little people big dreams series discover the life of bruce lee the martial artist and hollywood film star born in san francisco but raised in hong kong bruce lee was the child star of hong kong cinema but after getting into trouble as a teenager his father sent him to live in america starring roles were hard to come by for asian american actors in hollywood but bruce went on to act in blockbuster hits featuring his skill as a martial artist this inspiring book features stylish and quirky illustrations and extra facts at the back including a biographical timeline with historical photos and a detailed profile of the great actor’s life little people big dreams is a best selling series of books and educational games that explore the lives of outstanding people from designers and artists to scientists and activists all of them achieved incredible things yet each began life as a child with a dream this empowering series offers inspiring messages to children of all ages in a range of formats the
board books are told in simple sentences perfect for reading aloud to babies and toddlers. The hardcover versions present expanded stories for beginning readers. Boxed gift sets allow you to collect a selection of the books by theme. Paper dolls, learning cards, matching games, and other fun learning tools provide even more ways to make the lives of these role models accessible to children. Inspire the next generation of outstanding people who will change the world with little people big dreams. In this book from the critically acclaimed little people big dreams series, discover the life of Pele. Brazil's all time king of football with a sock full of rags for a ball. Pele honed his skills in a poor neighborhood in Brazil. He believed that one day he would lead his country to World Cup victory and he was right. With Pele and his super skills on the team, Brazil lifted the trophy three times today. He is widely regarded as the greatest footballer who ever lived and a hero off the pitch too using his voice to help the people who need it most. This inspiring book features stylish and quirky illustrations and extra facts at the back including a biographical timeline with historical photos and a detailed profile of the king's life between 1921 and 1955. Italian immigrant Simon Rodia transformed broken glass, seashells, pottery, and a dream to do something big into a U.S. national landmark. Readers watch the towers rise from his little plot of land in Watts, California, through the eyes of a fictional girl as she grows and raises her own children. Chronicled in stunningly detailed collage that mimics Rodia's found object art, this thirty-four year journey becomes a mesmerizing testament to perseverance and possibility. A final innovative build-your-own-tower activity makes this multicultural, intergenerational tribute a classroom natural and a perfect gift sure to encourage kids to follow their own big dreams. In this book from the critically acclaimed little people big dreams series, discover the life of Agatha Christie. The most famous crime writer of all time. When Agatha was young, she read books every night but always had her own idea for how they should end. As an adult, her crime novels with their twists and turns and peculiar detectives challenged the minds of millions of readers, making her the queen of mystery and the best-selling novelist of all time. This stirring book features stylish and quirky illustrations and extra facts at the back including a biographical timeline with historical photos and a detailed profile of the author's life between 1890 and 1976.
photos and a detailed profile of the author’s life little people big dreams is a best selling biography series for kids that explores the lives of outstanding people from designers and artists to scientists and activists all of them achieved incredible things yet each began life as a child with a dream this empowering series of books offers inspiring messages to children of all ages in a range of formats the board books are told in simple sentences perfect for reading aloud to babies and toddlers the hardcover and paperback versions present expanded stories for beginning readers with rewritten text for older children the treasuries each bring together a multitude of dreamers in a single volume you can also collect a selection of the books by theme in boxed gift sets activity books and a journal provide even more ways to make the lives of these role models accessible to children inspire the next generation of outstanding people who will change the world with little people big dreams introduces creative women who became famous in their fields including audrey hepburn part of the critically acclaimed little people big dreams series discover the incredible life of mother teresa along with her message of love and charity agnes later to become mother teresa was born in skopje macedonia from an early age she knew she wanted to dedicate herself to religion she was fascinated by stories of missionaries helping people and wanted to do the same she spent the rest of her life caring for the sick and poor around the world and is now remembered as saint teresa of calcutta this moving book features stylish and quirky illustrations and extra facts at the back including a biographical timeline with historical photos and a detailed profile of mother teresa’s amazing life little people big dreams is a best selling series of books and educational games that explore the lives of outstanding people from designers and artists to scientists and activists all of them achieved incredible things yet each began life as a child with a dream this empowering series offers inspiring messages to children of all ages in a range of formats the board books are told in simple sentences perfect for reading aloud to babies and toddlers the hardcover versions present expanded stories for beginning readers boxed gift sets allow you to collect a selection of the books by theme paper dolls learning cards matching games and other fun learning tools provide even more ways to make the lives of these role models
accessible to children inspire the next generation of outstanding people who will change the world with little people big dreams new in the little people big dreams series discover the life of mohandas gandhi the father of india in this true story of his life as a young teenager in india gandhi led a rebellious life and went against his parents values but as a young man he started to form beliefs of his own that harked back to the hindu principles of his childhood gandhi began to dream of unity for all peoples and religions inspired by this idea he led peaceful protests to free india from british rule and unite the country ending violence and unfair treatment his bravery and free thinking made him one of the most iconic people of peace in the world known as mahatma meaning great soul with innovative illustrations and extra facts at the back this empowering series celebrates the important life stories of wonderful people of the world in this book from the critically acclaimed multimillion copy best selling little people big dreams series discover the life of rupaul the shape shifter performer supermodel and host of rupaul s drag race even before little ru was born a fortune teller told his mum that he would one day be famous it was only a matter of time before he figured out how playing dress up was his favourite game and that s where he felt most comfortable ru went on to study performing arts and then moved to new york to mix things up in a punk band later drag was a way to express himself as an artist he found success for himself then wanted to help others find theirs he inspires us to do what feels right and love ourselves this witty and wise book features stylish and quirky illustrations and extra facts at the back including a biographical timeline with historical photos and a detailed profile of the inspiring performer s life cloth quarter binding makes this book a stylish and attractive gift for all children who love to dream little people big dreams is a best selling biography series for kids that explores the lives of outstanding people from designers and artists to scientists and activists all of them achieved incredible things yet each began life as a child with a dream this empowering series of books offers inspiring messages to children of all ages in a range of formats the board books are told in simple sentences perfect for reading aloud to babies and toddlers the hardcover and paperback versions present expanded stories for beginning
readers with rewritten text for older children the treasuries each bring together a multitude of dreamers in a single volume you can also collect a selection of the books by theme in boxed gift sets activity books and a journal provide even more ways to make the lives of these role models accessible to children inspire the next generation of outstanding people who will change the world with little people big dreams
Dream Big Dreams 2017-11-21 from former chief official white house photographer pete souza comes a book for young readers that highlights barack obama s historic presidency and the qualities and actions that make him so beloved pete souza served as chief official white house photographer for president obama s full two terms he was with the president during more crucial moments than anyone else and he photographed them all capturing scenes both classified and candid throughout his historic presidency obama engaged with young people as often as he could encouraging them to be their best and do their best and to always dream big dreams in this timeless and timely keepsake volume that features over seventy five full color photographs souza shows the qualities of president obama that make him both a great leader and an extraordinary man with behind the scenes anecdotes of some iconic photos alongside photos with his family colleagues and other world leaders souza tells the story of a president who made history and still made time to engage with even the youngest citizens of the country he served by the author of obama an intimate portrait the definitive visual biography of barack obama s presidency dream big dreams was created especially for young readers and not only provides a beautiful portrait of a president but shows the true spirit of the man

Big Dreams, Small Fish 2022-03 in the new country shirley and her family all have big dreams take the family store shirley has great ideas about how to make it more modern prettier more profitable she even thinks she can sell the one specialty no one seems to want to try mama s homemade gefilte fish but her parents think she s too young to help and anyway they didn t come to america for their little girl to work go play with the cat they urge this doesn t stop shirley s ideas of course and one day when the rest of the family has to rush out leaving her in the store with sleepy mrs gottlieb shirley seizes her chance

Simone de Beauvoir 2018-10-04 new in the critically acclaimed little people big dreams series discover the incredible life of simone de beauvoir the great french philosopher and mother of feminism when simone de beauvoir was a little girl her father would proudly boast that she had the brain of a man whatever that meant but later after years of studying simone would write a book that challenged the role of women in
society sending shock waves around the world this moving book features stylish and quirky illustrations and extra facts at the back including a biographical timeline with historical photos and a detailed profile of the philosopher's life

Little People Big Dreams is a best selling series of books and educational games that explore the lives of outstanding people from designers and artists to scientists and activists all of them achieved incredible things yet each began life as a child with a dream this empowering series offers inspiring messages to children of all ages in a range of formats the board books are told in simple sentences perfect for reading aloud to babies and toddlers the hardcover versions present expanded stories for beginning readers boxed gift sets allow you to collect a selection of the books by theme paper dolls learning cards matching games and other fun learning tools provide even more ways to make the lives of these role models accessible to children inspire the next generation of outstanding people who will change the world with little people big dreams

Obama: An Intimate Portrait 2017-11-07 relive the extraordinary presidency of barack obama through white house photographer pete souza’s behind the scenes images and stories in this 1 new york times bestseller with a foreword from the president himself during barack obama’s two terms pete souza was with the president during more crucial moments than anyone else and he photographed them all souza captured nearly two million photographs of president obama in moments highly classified and disarmingly candid obama an intimate portrait reproduces more than 300 of souza’s most iconic photographs with fine art print quality in an oversize collectible format together they document the most consequential hours of the presidency including the historic image of president obama and his advisors in the situation room during the bin laden mission alongside unguarded moments with the president’s family his encounters with children interactions with world leaders and cultural figures and more souza’s photographs with the behind the scenes captions and stories that accompany them communicate the pace and power of our nation’s highest office they also reveal the spirit of the extraordinary man who became our president we see president obama lead our nation through monumental challenges comfort us in calamity and loss share in hard won victories
and set a singular example to be kind and be useful as he would instruct his daughters this book puts you in the white house with president obama and is a treasured record of a landmark era in american history

**Franklin's Big Dreams** 2010-08-10

Franklin's trying to sleep but a construction crew has other plans each night there's a different project railroad canal runway and every one of them is being built in the middle of Franklin's bedroom where are all these people going and why are they in Franklin's room? Franklin's determined to find out with equal measures of dreamy adventure and down to earth construction fun this collaboration between new author david teague and established illustrator boris kulikov is sure to be a favorite bedtime book in homes everywhere

**Louise Bourgeois** 2020-09-29

Part of the best selling little people big dreams series Louise Bourgeois tells the inspiring story of this talented sculpture artist

**Shade** 2018-10-16

From Pete Souza the 1 new york times bestselling author of Obama an intimate portrait comes a potent commentary on the presidency and our country as chief official white house photographer Pete Souza spent more time alongside president barack obama than almost anyone else his years photographing the president gave him an intimate behind the scenes view of the unique gravity of the office of the presidency and the tremendous responsibility that comes with it now as a concerned citizen observing the trump administration he is standing up and speaking out Shade is a portrait in presidential contrasts telling the tale of the Obama and trump administrations through a series of visual juxtapositions here more than one hundred of Souza's unforgettable images of president obama deliver new power and meaning when framed by the tweets news headlines and quotes that defined the first 500 days of the trump white house what began with souza's instagram posts soon after president trump's inauguration in january 2017 has become a potent commentary on the state of the presidency and our country some call this throwing shade souza calls it telling the truth in Shade souza's photographs are more than a rejoinder to the chaos abuses of power and destructive policies that now define our nation's highest office they are a reminder of a president we could believe in and a courageous defense of american values

**Baby Bear's Big Dreams** 2007

A baby bear dreams of all the
wonderful things he will be able to do when he is grown from staying up late to building a house in a honey tree

L. M. Montgomery 2018-09-26 new in the critically acclaimed little people big dreams series discover the incredible life of lucy maud montgomery the famous canadian author of anne of green gables born in the canadian province of prince edward island lucy maud montgomery lost her mother when she was very young left in the care of less than encouraging grandparents she found comfort in reading writing and her imagination when maud grew up she wrote about the childhood she wished she had creating one of the best loved characters of all time anne of green gables this moving book features stylish illustrations and extra facts at the back including a biographical timeline with historical photos and a detailed profile of the author's life little people big dreams is a best selling series of books and educational games that explore the lives of outstanding people from designers and artists to scientists and activists all of them achieved incredible things yet each began life as a child with a dream this empowering series offers inspiring messages to children of all ages in a range of formats the board books are told in simple sentences perfect for reading aloud to babies and toddlers the hardcover versions present expanded stories for beginning readers boxed gift sets allow you to collect a selection of the books by theme paper dolls learning cards matching games and other fun learning tools provide even more ways to make the lives of these role models accessible to children inspire the next generation of outstanding people who will change the world with little people big dreams

Big Dreams, Daily Joys 2019-10-08 for those who feel overwhelmed by endless to do lists and the stresses that come with daily life here is an empowering guide to establishing healthy productivity habits so that it's easy and fun to accomplish long term goals brimming with simple to follow techniques rituals and exercises for accomplishing day to day tasks and making progress on bigger goals big dreams daily joys offers tips on how to organize a productive day overcome the urge to procrastinate make space for creativity and achieve a healthy work life balance for anyone who is tackling a creative project running their own business or simply trying to manage time more efficiently this is the ultimate handbook to getting things done with clarity joy and
positivity

Evonne Goolagong Cawley 2020-03-03 in this book from the critically acclaimed little people big dreams series discover the life of Evonne Goolagong the inspiring indigenous Australian tennis player. Evonne grew up on a hot, dusty farm in Australia, she was the third of eight children and descendant of the Wirundjuri people who have lived on the land for more than 60,000 years. Her talent for tennis was discovered at a local tennis club, and before she knew it, the girl dreaming about the place called Wimbledon was playing on center court. This moving book features stylish and quirky illustrations and extra facts at the back including a biographical timeline with historical photos and a detailed profile of the brilliant tennis player’s life. Little People Big Dreams is a best selling series of books and educational games that explore the lives of outstanding people from designers and artists to scientists and activists. All of them achieved incredible things yet each began life as a child with a dream. This empowering series offers inspiring messages to children of all ages in a range of formats. The board books are told in simple sentences, perfect for reading aloud to babies and toddlers. The hardcover versions present expanded stories for beginning readers. Boxed gift sets allow you to collect a selection of the books by theme. Paper dolls, learning cards matching games and other fun learning tools provide even more ways to make the lives of these role models accessible to children. Inspire the next generation of outstanding people who will change the world with Little People Big Dreams.

Yes We Did 2019-10-22 eight years in the white house went by so fast that’s why I m so grateful that Lawrence was there to capture them. I hope you enjoy his work as much as I do. From the foreword by Barack Obama: When Lawrence Jackson took the job as White House photographer in early 2009, he knew he d have a front row seat to history. What he didn’t expect was the deep personal connection he would feel as a fellow African American with the President of the United States. Yes We Did is filled with Lawrence’s intimate photographs and reflections as well as first person recollections from President Obama, everyday citizens and notable personalities including Bono, Stephen Curry, Valerie Jarrett, Admiral Mike Mullen, and others. The book is a celebration of the most
inclusive and representative white house in history where in between momentous and pivotal decisions the president and first lady opened the doors of the people’s house to schoolkids athletes senior citizens hip hop artists and more for anyone who misses the humanity grace and undefinable cool factor of the obama white house this warm and inspiring book provides an affirming proud and focused lens on our history

Ayrton Senna 2020-10-06 series first published in spain in 2020 under the series title pequeño grande by alba editorial in barcelona copyright page

Images of Greatness 2004 images of greatness is a visual narrative on the presidency of ronald reagan as seen through the award winning lens of his official white house photographer this remarkable compelling work sheds a never before seen light on perhaps the most dramatic and celebrated us president 1 57243 701 4 34 95 triumph books

Michelle Obama 2021-07-06 in this book from the critically acclaimed multimillion copy best selling little people big dreams series discover the life of michelle obama the iconic first lady advocate lawyer and author young michelle grew up on the south side of chicago in a close knit family she loved school achieving a’s and worked hard to blaze trails at the universities of princeton and harvard then at the beginning of her legal career she met barack obama as first lady she used her platform to advocate for women and girls and continues to inspire many with her powerful voice and best selling books this empowering book features stylish and quirky illustrations and extra facts at the back including a biographical timeline with historical photos and a detailed profile of the inspiring woman’s life little people big dreams is a best selling series of books and educational games that explore the lives of outstanding people from designers and artists to scientists and activists all of them achieved incredible things yet each began life as a child with a dream this empowering series offers inspiring messages to children of all ages in a range of formats the board books are told in simple sentences perfect for reading aloud to babies and toddlers the hardcover versions present expanded stories for beginning readers boxed gift sets allow you to collect a selection of the books by theme paper dolls learning cards matching games and other fun learning tools provide even more ways to make the lives of these role models
accessible to children inspire the next generation of outstanding people who will change the world with little people big dreams

Such Big Dreams 2022-05-10 a savvy former street child working at a human rights law office in mumbai fights for redemption and a chance to live life on her own terms in this fresh propulsive debut novel about fortune and survival named a loan stars top ten pick and a cbc canadian fiction title to watch rakhi is a twenty three year old former street child haunted by the grisly aftermath of an incident that led her to lose her best friend eleven years ago constantly reminded she doesn t belong rakhi lives alone in a mumbai slum working as a lowly office assistant at justice for all a struggling human rights law office headed by the renowned lawyer who gave her a fresh start fiercely intelligent and in possession of a sharp wit and an even sharper tongue rakhi is nobody s fool even if she is underestimated by everyone around her rakhi s life isn t much but she s managing that is until a fading former bollywood starlet tries to edge her way back into the spotlight by becoming a celebrity ambassador for justice for all steering the organization into uncharted territories she demands an internship for her young canadian family friend alex a harvard bound graduate student ambitious persistent and naive alex persuades rakhi to show him the real india in exchange he ll do something to further rakhi s dreams in a transaction that seems harmless at first as old guilt and new aspirations collide everything rakhi once knew to be true is set ablaze and as the stakes mount she will come face to face with the difficult choices and moral compromises that people are prepared to make in order to survive no matter the costs reema patel s transportive debut novel offers a moving smart and arrestingly funny look at the cost of ambition and power in reclaiming one s story

Wilma Rudolph 2020-06-02 this board book version of wilma rudolph from the critically acclaimed little people big dreams series introduces the youngest dreamers to the incredible life of this remarkable sprinter and olympic champion wilma was born into a family with 22 brothers and sisters in the segregated south she contracted polio in her early years and her doctors said she would never walk again but wilma persisted with treatment and she recovered her strength by the age of 12 at school wilma showed a talent for
basketball and sprinting earning the nickname skeeter mosquito as she ran so fast wilma was in college when she went to the 1960 olympics she not only won gold in sprint events but also broke world records with her sprinting skill she had beaten polio to become an olympic champion she is a huge inspiration to many women in sports around the world babies and toddlers will love to snuggle as you read to them the engaging story of this fascinating dancer and will also enjoy exploring the stylish and quirky illustrations of this sturdy board book on their own little people big dreams is a best selling series of books and educational games that explore the lives of outstanding people from designers and artists to scientists and activists all of them achieved incredible things yet each began life as a child with a dream this empowering series offers inspiring messages to children of all ages in a range of formats the board books are told in simple sentences perfect for reading aloud to babies and toddlers the hardcover versions present expanded stories for beginning readers boxed gift sets allow you to collect a selection of the books by theme paper dolls learning cards matching games and other fun learning tools provide even more ways to make the lives of these role models accessible to children inspire the next generation of outstanding people who will change the world with little people big dreams

**Rosa Parks** 2017-10-17 in this book from the highly acclaimed little people big dreams series discover the incredible life of rosa parks the mother of the freedom movement rosa parks grew up in alabama where she learned to stand up for herself at an early age rosa went on to become a civil rights activist in 1955 she refused to give up her seat to a white man on a segregated bus sparking the montgomery bus boycott her courageous decision had a huge impact on civil rights eventually leading to the end of segregation on public transport she never stopped working for equal rights this moving book features stylish and quirky illustrations and extra facts at the back including a biographical timeline with historical photos and a detailed profile of the activist’s life little people big dreams is a best selling series of books and educational games that explore the lives of outstanding people from designers and artists to scientists and activists all of them achieved incredible things yet each began life as a child with a dream this empowering series
Martin Luther King, Jr. 2020-01-07 from the critically acclaimed little people big dreams series discover the life of martin luther king jr the inspiring minister and civil rights activist little martin grew up in a family of preachers his dad was a preacher his uncle was a preacher his grandfather was a preacher so maybe he d become a great preacher too one day a friend invited him to play at his house martin was shocked when his mother wouldn t let him in because he was black that day he realized there was something terribly unfair going on martin believed that no one should remain silent and accept something if it s wrong and he promised himself that when he grew up he d fight injustice with the most powerful weapon of all words this moving book features stylish and quirky illustrations and extra facts at the back including a biographical timeline with historical photos and a detailed profile of the inspiring activist s life little people big dreams is a best selling series of books and educational games that explore the lives of outstanding people from designers and artists to scientists and activists all of them achieved incredible things yet each began life as a child with a dream this empowering series offers inspiring messages to children of all ages in a range of formats the board books are told in simple sentences perfect for reading aloud to babies and toddlers the hardcover versions present expanded stories for beginning readers boxed gift sets allow you to collect a selection of the books by theme paper dolls learning cards matching games and other fun learning tools provide even more ways to make the lives of these role models accessible to children inspire the next generation of outstanding people who will change the world with little people big dreams Dream Big 2017-01-10 set long ago in the heart of the african
savanna dream big a mythological fable follows moody baboon as he discovers a powerful secret one by one caterpillar tadpole and flamingo gaze up at the night sky and wish upon a star for their wildest dreams baboon insists these dreams could never come true but when he sees caterpillar turn into a winged butterfly tadpole into a dancing frog and flamingo into a beautiful pink bird baboon realizes that a transformative power exists between the stars and the animals once they truly believe in themselves and their dreams when baboon tries out this secret catch m his marvelous miraculous wished upon star whooshes down from the heavens to whom ignite the courage in his chest read on to see if his dream comes true too dream big s inspirational message makes it a perfect gift for dreamers of all ages from children to young adults about to enter a new chapter in their lives together we can all be inspired to identify and pursue our dreams no matter how big or impossible they may seem

You Gotta Get Bigger Dreams 2016-09-13 a magical concoction of the mischievous tender whimsical and debauched real life adventures of alan cumming told in his own words and pictures described by the new york times as a bawdy countercultural sprite and named one of the most fun people in show business by time magazine alan cumming is a genuine quadruple threat an internationally acclaimed award winning star of stage television and film as well as a new york times best selling author whose real life vivacity wit and charm shine through every page of his third book you gotta get bigger dreams in these forty five picture essays cumming recounts his real life adventures and often misadventures illustrated by his own equally entertaining photographs from an awkward bonding session with elizabeth taylor to poignant stories about his family and friends to some harsh words of wisdom imparted by oprah that make up the title of this collection you gotta get bigger dreams is as eclectic enchanting and alive as its author

The Rise of Barack Obama 2008 photojournalist pete souza documents the meteoric rise of the charismatic barack obama from his first day in the u s senate up to the pennsylvania presidential primary souza who also accompanied the senator to seven countries including kenya south africa and russia had access to photograph the senator and presidential candidate in private and public moments during obama s rise
to political stardom most of these have not been seen before souza provides extended commentary about each photo to place it in context and describe the scene and participants from publisher description Frida Kahlo 2018-03-15 in this international bestseller from the critically acclaimed little people big dreams series discover the life of frida kahlo the world renowned painter when frida was a teenager a terrible road accident changed her life forever unable to walk she began painting from her bed her self portraits which show her pain and grief but also her passion for life and instinct for survival have made her one of the most famous artists of the twentieth century this moving book features stylish and quirky illustrations and extra facts at the back including a biographical timeline with historical photos and a detailed profile of the artist s life little people big dreams is a best selling series of books and educational games that explore the lives of outstanding people from designers and artists to scientists and activists all of them achieved incredible things yet each began life as a child with a dream this empowering series offers inspiring messages to children of all ages in a range of formats the board books are told in simple sentences perfect for reading aloud to babies and toddlers the hardcover versions present expanded stories for beginning readers boxed gift sets allow you to collect a selection of the books by theme paper dolls learning cards matching games and other fun learning tools provide even more ways to make the lives of these role models accessible to children inspire the next generation of outstanding people who will change the world with little people big dreams Andy Warhol 2021-05-04 in this book from the critically acclaimed multimillion copy best selling little people big dreams series discover the life of andy warhol the ground breaking pop artist little andy was the tiniest and palest child of the warholas a humble couple from slovakia who lived in pittsburgh sketchbook glued to his hand he loved every minute of drawing but he was too shy to show his work to others even to his family as an adult he got a chance to publish his first illustration for a glamorous magazine he turned his attention to the ordinary like soup cans he ate from for lunch every day he showed the world that the ordinary objects could pop and founded a cultural movement
becoming one of the most famous artists of the 20th century
this moving book features stylish and quirky illustrations
and extra facts at the back including a biographical timeline
with historical photos and a detailed profile of the
inspiring artist’s life little people big dreams is a best
selling series of books and educational games that explore
the lives of outstanding people from designers and artists to
scientists and activists all of them achieved incredible
things yet each began life as a child with a dream this
empowering series offers inspiring messages to children of
all ages in a range of formats the board books are told in
simple sentences perfect for reading aloud to babies and
toddlers the hardcover versions present expanded stories for
beginning readers boxed gift sets allow you to collect a
selection of the books by theme paper dolls learning cards
matching games and other fun learning tools provide even more
ways to make the lives of these role models accessible to
children inspire the next generation of outstanding people
who will change the world with little people big dreams
The Big Dreams of Small Creatures 2022-10-04 from black ish
writer and director gail lerner comes a whimsical and
heartwarming tale where two unlikely allies band together to
protect and defend the insect world from the worst enemy of
all humans what an enchanting and wondrous book for young
readers jamie lee curtis actress and bestselling children's
book author ten year old eden's quiet life is upended when
she saves a paper wasp nest from destruction and discovers to
her awe and amazement that she and its haughty queen can talk
to each other this first conversation is the start of a grand
adventure leading eden to the institute for lower learning a
secret laboratory devoted to the peaceful coexistence of
humans and insects the institute is more fantastic and
idyllic than eden could've imagined but hidden deep within
its tunnels is an old secret that could spell the end for all
insects on earth nine year old august an aspiring actor and
bullied fourth grader is looking for that very secret after a
few disastrous encounters have left him wanting to squash
every annoying bug into oblivion after all insects are small
he is big and if there is anything he's learned from the
bullies at school it's that being bigger is what counts but
in the world of the institute where insects have a place of
their own both eden and august discover being bigger isn't
necessarily better and sometimes the most courageous thing to do is to set out to make a new friend

Malala Yousafzai 2021-03-16 in this book from the critically acclaimed multimillion copy best selling little people big dreams series discover the life of malala yousafzai the incredible activist for girls education and the youngest nobel prize laureate when malala was born in mingora pakistan her father was determined she would have every opportunity that a boy would have she loved getting an education but when a hateful regime came to power girls were no longer allowed to go to school malala spoke out in public about this which made her a target for violence she was shot in the left side of her head and woke up in a hospital in england finally after long months and many surgeries malala recovered and resolved to become an activist for girls education now a recent oxford graduate malala continues to fight for a world where all girls can learn and lead this powerful book features stylish and quirky illustrations and extra facts at the back including a biographical timeline with historical photos and a detailed profile of the activist s life little people big dreams is a best selling series of books and educational games that explore the lives of outstanding people from designers and artists to scientists and activists all of them achieved incredible things yet each began life as a child with a dream this empowering series offers inspiring messages to children of all ages in a range of formats the board books are told in simple sentences perfect for reading aloud to babies and toddlers the hardcover versions present expanded stories for beginning readers boxed gift sets allow you to collect a selection of the books by theme paper dolls learning cards matching games and other fun learning tools provide even more ways to make the lives of these role models accessible to children inspire the next generation of outstanding people who will change the world with little people big dreams

Stevie Wonder 2021-02-02 in this book from the critically acclaimed multimillion copy best selling little people big dreams series discover the life of stevie wonder the genius behind some of the world s best loved songs at just 8 years old it was clear that steveland judkins was going to be a star renamed stevie wonder for his astonishing talent on the piano and other instruments he wrote and performed some of
the biggest hits of the 1970s stevie became known for his inventiveness his soulful voice and the social commentary in his lyrics he is a un messenger of peace and remains one of the music world s most iconic figures this inspiring book features stylish and quirky illustrations and extra facts at the back including a biographical timeline with historical photos and a detailed profile of the great musician s life little people big dreams is a best selling series of books and educational games that explore the lives of outstanding people from designers and artists to scientists and activists all of them achieved incredible things yet each began life as a child with a dream this empowering series offers inspiring messages to children of all ages in a range of formats the board books are told in simple sentences perfect for reading aloud to babies and toddlers the hardcover versions present expanded stories for beginning readers boxed gift sets allow you to collect a selection of the books by theme paper dolls learning cards matching games and other fun learning tools provide even more ways to make the lives of these role models accessible to children inspire the next generation of outstanding people who will change the world with little people big dreams

John Lennon 2020-12-08 in this book from the multimillion copy best selling little people big dreams series discover the life of john lennon the boy from liverpool who dreamed of peace when john lennon formed a band while still in school he couldn t have known they were about to change music forever with their exciting new sounds rebel attitudes and gift for songwriting everyone went crazy for the beatles today john is remembered not just as a musical icon but as a champion of world peace this inspiring book features stylish and quirky illustrations and extra facts at the back including a biographical timeline with historical photos and a detailed profile of the legendary beatle s life little people big dreams is a best selling series of books and educational games that explore the lives of outstanding people from designers and artists to scientists and activists all of them achieved incredible things yet each began life as a child with a dream this empowering series offers inspiring messages to children of all ages in a range of formats the board books are told in simple sentences perfect for reading aloud to babies and toddlers the hardcover versions present expanded
stories for beginning readers boxed gift sets allow you to collect a selection of the books by theme paper dolls learning cards matching games and other fun learning tools provide even more ways to make the lives of these role models accessible to children inspire the next generation of outstanding people who will change the world with little people big dreams

Astrid Lindgren 2020-03-03 discover how astrid lindgren grew up to become one of the world’s best loved authors and the creator of the irresistible pippi longstocking

Alan Turing 2020-03-31 alan turing tells the inspiring story of the father of theoretical computer science and artificial intelligence

Amelia Earhart 2018-03-01 in this international bestseller from the critically acclaimed little people big dreams series discover the life of amelia earhart the american aviation pioneer when amelia was young she liked to imagine she could stretch her wings and fly away like a bird as a grown woman she set a new female world record for flying up to 14 000 feet she also flew across the atlantic and the pacific oceans and eventually undertook the most dangerous mission of all to fly all the way around the world this moving book features stylish and quirky illustrations and extra facts at the back including a biographical timeline with historical photos and a detailed profile of the aviator’s life little people big dreams is a bestselling series of books and educational games that explore the lives of outstanding people from designers and artists to scientists and activists all of them achieved incredible things yet each began life as a child with a dream this empowering series offers inspiring messages to children of all ages in a range of formats the board books are told in simple sentences perfect for reading aloud to babies and toddlers the hardback versions present expanded stories for beginning readers boxed gift sets allow you to collect a selection of the books by theme paper dolls learning cards matching games and other fun learning tools provide even more ways to make the lives of these role models accessible to children inspire the next generation of outstanding people who will change the world with little people big dreams

Little People, BIG DREAMS: Earth Heroes 2021-04-20 little people big dreams earth heroes is a boxed gift edition set of three books jane goodall david attenborough and greta
thunberg from the best selling series

Bruce Lee 2019-08-05 part of the critically acclaimed little people big dreams series discover the life of bruce lee the martial artist and hollywood film star born in san francisco but raised in hong kong bruce lee was the child star of hong kong cinema but after getting into trouble as a teenager his father sent him to live in america starring roles were hard to come by for asian american actors in hollywood but bruce went on to act in blockbuster hits featuring his skill as a martial artist this inspiring book features stylish and quirky illustrations and extra facts at the back including a biographical timeline with historical photos and a detailed profile of the great actor's life little people big dreams is a best selling series of books and educational games that explore the lives of outstanding people from designers and artists to scientists and activists all of them achieved incredible things yet each began life as a child with a dream this empowering series offers inspiring messages to children of all ages in a range of formats the board books are told in simple sentences perfect for reading aloud to babies and toddlers the hardcover versions present expanded stories for beginning readers boxed gift sets allow you to collect a selection of the books by theme paper dolls learning cards matching games and other fun learning tools provide even more ways to make the lives of these role models accessible to children inspire the next generation of outstanding people who will change the world with little people big dreams

Pele 2020-09 in this book from the critically acclaimed little people big dreams series discover the life of pele brazil's all time king of football with a sock full of rags for a ball pele honed his skills in a poor neighbourhood in brazil he believed that one day he would lead his country to world cup victory and he was right with pele and his super skills on the team brazil lifted the trophy three times today he is widely regarded as the greatest footballer who ever lived and a hero off the pitch too using his voice to help the people who need it most this inspiring book features stylish and quirky illustrations and extra facts at the back including a biographical timeline with historical photos and a detailed profile of the king's life

Dream Something Big 2011-08-18 between 1921 and 1955 italian immigrant simon rodia transformed broken glass seashells
pottery and a dream to do something big into a u s national landmark readers watch the towers rise from his little plot of land in watts california through the eyes of a fictional girl as she grows and raises her own children chronicled in stunningly detailed collage that mimics rodia s found object art this thirty four year journey becomes a mesmerizing testament to perseverance and possibility a final innovative build your own tower activity makes this multicultural intergenerational tribute a classroom natural and a perfect gift sure to encourage kids to follow their own big dreams

Agatha Christie 2017-10-17 in this book from the critically acclaimed little people big dreams series discover the life of agatha christie the most famous crime writer of all time when agatha was young she read books every night but always had her own idea for how they should end as an adult her crime novels with their twists and turns and peculiar detectives challenged the minds of millions of readers making her the queen of mystery and the best selling novelist of all time this stirring book features stylish and quirky illustrations and extra facts at the back including a biographical timeline with historical photos and a detailed profile of the author s life little people big dreams is a best selling biography series for kids that explores the lives of outstanding people from designers and artists to scientists and activists all of them achieved incredible things yet each began life as a child with a dream this empowering series of books offers inspiring messages to children of all ages in a range of formats the board books are told in simple sentences perfect for reading aloud to babies and toddlers the hardcover and paperback versions present expanded stories for beginning readers with rewritten text for older children the treasuries each bring together a multitude of dreamers in a single volume you can also collect a selection of the books by theme in boxed gift sets activity books and a journal provide even more ways to make the lives of these role models accessible to children inspire the next generation of outstanding people who will change the world with little people big dreams

Little People, BIG DREAMS: Women in Art 2018-10-04 introduces creative women who became famous in their fields including audrey hepburn mother teresa 2018-08-02 part of the critically acclaimed
little people big dreams series discover the incredible life of mother teresa along with her message of love and charity. agnes later to become mother teresa was born in skopje, macedonia from an early age she knew she wanted to dedicate herself to religion she was fascinated by stories of missionaries helping people and wanted to do the same. she spent the rest of her life caring for the sick and poor around the world and is now remembered as saint teresa of calcutta. this moving book features stylish and quirky illustrations and extra facts at the back including a biographical timeline with historical photos and a detailed profile of mother teresa’s amazing life. little people big dreams is a best selling series of books and educational games that explore the lives of outstanding people from designers and artists to scientists and activists. all of them achieved incredible things yet each began life as a child with a dream. this empowering series offers inspiring messages to children of all ages in a range of formats. the board books are told in simple sentences perfect for reading aloud to babies and toddlers. the hardcover versions present expanded stories for beginning readers. boxed gift sets allow you to collect a selection of the books by theme. paper dolls, learning cards, matching games, and other fun learning tools provide even more ways to make the lives of these role models accessible to children. inspire the next generation of outstanding people who will change the world with little people big dreams.

Mahatma Gandhi 2019-04-30 new in the little people big dreams series discover the life of mohandas gandhi the father of india in this true story of his life as a young teenager in india gandhi led a rebellious life and went against his parents values but as a young man he started to form beliefs of his own that harked back to the hindu principles of his childhood. gandhi began to dream of unity for all peoples and religions inspired by this idea he led peaceful protests to free india from british rule and unite the country ending violence and unfair treatment. his bravery and free thinking made him one of the most iconic people of peace in the world known as mahatma meaning great soul. with innovative illustrations and extra facts at the back this empowering series celebrates the important life stories of wonderful people of the world.
RuPaul 2021-05-04 in this book from the critically acclaimed multimillion copy best selling little people big dreams series discover the life of rupaul the shape shifter performer supermodel and host of rupaul s drag race even before little ru was born a fortune teller told his mum that he would one day be famous it was only a matter of time before he figured out how playing dress up was his favourite game and that s where he felt most comfortable ru went on to study performing arts and then moved to new york to mix things up in a punk band later drag was a way to express himself as an artist he found success for himself then wanted to help others find theirs he inspires us to do what feels right and love ourselves this witty and wise book features stylish and quirky illustrations and extra facts at the back including a biographical timeline with historical photos and a detailed profile of the inspiring performer s life cloth quarter binding makes this book a stylish and attractive gift for all children who love to dream little people big dreams is a best selling biography series for kids that explores the lives of outstanding people from designers and artists to scientists and activists all of them achieved incredible things yet each began life as a child with a dream this empowering series of books offers inspiring messages to children of all ages in a range of formats the board books are told in simple sentences perfect for reading aloud to babies and toddlers the hardcover and paperback versions present expanded stories for beginning readers with rewritten text for older children the treasuries each bring together a multitude of dreamers in a single volume you can also collect a selection of the books by theme in boxed gift sets activity books and a journal provide even more ways to make the lives of these role models accessible to children inspire the next generation of outstanding people who will change the world with little people big dreams